**Introduction of Characters**

**Two-Face**
- Burned half his face
- Permanent sneer
- Peeling skin
- Very Ugly
- Left eye doesn't blink
- Heads or Tails
- Likes to play with money
- Likes to be funny
- Half his face protected

**Riddler**
- Likes to be funny
- Green suit
- Covered in question marks
- Hat
- Shoes

**Costume**
- Green suit
- Hat
- Shoes

**Transportation**
- Boat
- Plane
- Car
- Have Fins
- Jets off the back
- Cool Clothes
- Cool ways to move

**Saw on large screen theater**

**Good guys**
- **Batman**
  - Wearing mask with pointy ears
  - Belt with Bat logo on belt
  - Cool Clothes

- **Robin**
  - Mask covers eyes
  - Boat
  - Plane